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Abstract
The extraction of useful information supports the process of making business
decisions. In every mechanical process, application or service, the periodic
maintenance of the necessary equipment is an expensive process and therefore the technicians and the supervisors have the responsibility of the proper
decision making. At the railway companies, a huge amount of data is produced which, with the appropriate processing and smart business systems,
can attribute quality information and knowledge. In this paper, the benefits of
the business intelligence are presented with the techniques of machine learning and data mining involved of the Greek railway companies, which use obsolete procedures of maintenance. In addition, a study of the present situation
is held as well as a record of the needs and requirements of the railway companies. At the same time, tools (open source of low cost) of machine learning
and data mining are examined that can assist on the creation of a new strategic support of decisions for the development of the predictive maintenance
of the Greek railways making a new complete system of business intelligence.
Finally, the results and the motives of the railway companies are presented in
order to create applications which can constitute the basic tool for the improvement of making decisions by the business’s administration.

Keywords
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1. Introduction
The correct decision-making process is one of the most important responsibilities of the executives of a company. It is very important to create data for the fast
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taking of valid and precise decisions that the administration will process from
selected data with the use of appropriate tools [1]. The need for the provision of
improved information and the upgrading of the decision-making process was
the impulse for the development of the Business Intelligence systems [2]. A
complete system of Business Intelligence consists of a group of technologies, informative applications, processes, and actions in order to collect, analyze,
present, and distribute the business information, which consequently will transform into knowledge [3]. The goal of business intelligence is to achieve the optimization of all processes of a business, in a short time as possible by making
the best decisions. The method includes various aspects, such as analysis, predictive modeling, performance management, data mining, machine learning.
Data mining is a process that allows the extraction of useful information from
the business data of a company and it is an important tool that can assist on the
improvement, diagnosis, and the prediction of dangers of a business process [4].
Machine learning using software and information applications is able to learn to
act based on the input data using them in a way that people would have used
their previous experiences as part of their learning process setting their actions
faster and more efficient [5]. Combined applications of data mining and machine learning techniques with present or new information systems are capable
of transforming the company’s data into strategic business decisions [6]. The
accomplishment of the integration of all the systems resulting in the creation of
a digital transformation of the companies consists of the business intelligence
that should be adopted for the task [7]. Every company in order to accomplish
its task, along with other productive factors activates and exploits the equipment
available. The operative maintenance of each company’s equipment is considered to be a costly process and for its implementation, fast and appropriate decisions are imposed which derive from information process and accurate information [8].
The maintenance is a business process capable of attributing profitability, productivity, and security to every business. Maintenance is defined as the process of
the business for the conservation of the equipment in a desirable condition of efficient function and aims at the increase of the reliability of the equipment, the
improvement of the production time and the cost decrease [9]. The types of
maintenance are:
• Reactive maintenance: It is the method applied to the equipment that is constantly used until some malfunction arises. In this method, the task is interrupted, the malfunction in the equipment is restored and then it continues.
• Preventive maintenance: The basic principle of the Preventive Maintenance
is the execution of maintenance tasks according to the manufacturer’s standards. It is held in limited by the manufacturer deadlines and spare parts are
replaced or equipment components that have been determined by the operating manual in order to minimize the malfunctions and preserve the right
application of the equipment.
DOI: 10.4236/ojapps.2021.111A003
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• Predictive maintenance: It is the method applied with regular inspections,
special measurements of the equipment, application of new technologies and
replacement of parts. It takes place a short while before the beginning of a
malfunction, aiming at the significant decrease of the cost, in relation to the
predefined parts replacement suggested by the manufacturer and sets as basic
principle the predictive maintenance [10] [11].
At a constantly changing environment that every financial growth is combined with financial methods of transportation, the transportation of people and
goods with the assistance of the railways is an urgent need to be achieved. The
railway is one of the most inexpensive methods of transportation and its research leads to intensive financial activity [12]. The transportation companies
use new applications for the optimum exploitation of data and the extraction of
useful conclusions, and the railway companies are based more and more on the
effective exploitation of information [13]. The rail transports perform a broad
range of processes in order to achieve the main importance of their target which
is the passengers’ and goods’ safety [14]. The railway transportation processes
produce a huge amount of data with the appropriate tools of which can offer
new technologies that can be analyzed and supply with the making of meaningful and precise decisions for their financial growth and provision of optimum
services [15].
The rolling stock of the railway network is an important factor for the right
function of the railways transportation as any failure detains the achievement of
their strategic goals of safety, passengers’ and goods’ safety, reliability and velocity of the transportation task provided. The rolling stock of the railways consists
of vehicles that are separated in railway wagons and engines. It is distinguished
in driving material (the engines) and the traction material (the wagons). The
railways are obliged to perform the transportation with safety, speed, and comfort for the passengers and with full protection for the products [16]. The mandatory requirements impose the constant monitoring of the rolling stock before
the departure of the train as well as during their route. The systematic maintenance of the trains is essential since during their route many parts are subject to
wear. The wear has to be dealt with on time, before it causes damage and anomalies in the circulation or affects negatively and to larger scale the train. The
rolling stock maintenance is defined as the function of every railway operation
for the preservation and the reliability of the trainsets for the smooth functioning, keeping the principles of the safety of the staff and the environmental protection [17]. The aim of the sector of Rolling Stock maintenance is the optimal
function of the trainsets for a long period of time without problems in the minimal cost. In the Railway industry the sector of Rolling Stock maintenance
ought to care for the development of the optimal and most efficient procedures
of maintenance aiming at the limitation of expenses in order to improve the
competitive position of the business, achieving the level of services in offer, to be
the same or to the highest level [18]. With the approach of business intelligence
DOI: 10.4236/ojapps.2021.111A003
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is feasible to avoid dysfunctions in a train which put at risk the passengers, minimizing simultaneously the operational cost, and advancing the quality of the
services provided.
Business intelligence solutions supply tools with appropriate technologies in order
to help collecting, integrating, storing, processing, and analyzing stored-business
data. Business intelligence tools (low-cost open source) that enable changes or
improvements and adapt to needs by meeting the requirements of the one who
uses them are the WEKA machine learning program software and the KNIME
data analysis program software. The two programs directly incorporate the latest
technological developments.
In this paragraph of the paper are briefly presented relevant research with the
use of the WEKA software of machine learning and the use of KNIME software
of data mining and it is the starting point for the development of a smart tool
that supports innovative processes for the achievement of a business intelligence
system in order to make the right decisions. For the creation of a new system of
complete business intelligence concerning the maintenance process in Greek
railway rolling stock, the article [19] was made as a contribution. The article [19]
describes the optimization of the construction process based on the reading and
the prototypes as new approaches of data mining. It uses WEKA data at the Advanced Manufacturing Analytics platform in order to pinpoint hidden patterns
on data related to the construction. Additionally, the study [20] refers to the data
analysis that took place with machine learning techniques at WEKA, to pinpoint
problems that affect the availability of the fleet of aircrafts, the impact of the
spare tools availability was assessed, and an intelligent system was developed to
minimize the cost of the spare tools. A systematic approach for the prediction of
the cost of maintenance of the road construction equipment suggests the article
[21]. In this paper the steps of collection, analysis, modeling, and validation of
the data are discussed. The paper also presents the progress of different types of
models analyzing seven algorithms with the use of WEKA software. The data
mining approach that takes place in paper [22] can help transform maintenance
processes on Greek railways. The paper [22] presents the development of a simple and easy to be used model for the prediction of an early damage of an oil
pump at the oil and gas industry. The data analysis is based on real historic data
from sensors. In the KNIME platform algorithms are applied where possible errors are successfully detected and classified ensuring the precision of the prediction. Additionally, the article [23] discusses the results of an industrial project
oriented at the integration of data mining KNIME tools at the Enterprise Service
Bus (ESB) platform. It reaches the conclusion that the machine of data mining
KNIME and web services of clients can be incorporated in the present information systems and correlated with the Industry 4.0. In addition, the purpose of
this paper [24] is the planning and the application of a predictive method of
maintenance for farm machines. The suggested method is based on the analysis
of historic data for the prediction of future failures of a machine. The promotion
DOI: 10.4236/ojapps.2021.111A003
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of the suggested method took place with the application of an open-source tool
software KNIME. The frame of improvement of the effectiveness at the editing
of documents is mentioned in the paper [25]. The suggested approach uses techniques of retrieving information and identification of a passage through the
techniques of machine learning. For the application of the method and the suggestion for the management of documents the KNIME software was used.
The following work presents the basic scientific knowledge relating to the field
of business intelligence and describes the methods of machine learning and data
mining. Immediately afterwards, the research approach to the subject takes place
and examines the way, techniques, and tools (low-cost open source) of machine
learning and data mining that can help reorganize maintenance processes and
especially maintenance in railway rolling stock. Then, the problems faced by
Greek railway companies are then recorded and follow the positive results of the
use of business intelligent systems using the methods and tools of machine learning (WEKA) and data mining (KNIME). Finally, the conclusions are drawn from
the implementation of a new comprehensive system of business intelligence proposed to railway companies in order to create a new decision support strategy.

2. Theoretical Background
2.1. Business Intelligence
Modern Technologies of Information and Communication are combined with
historic, most of the times inactive data of the companies in order to provide
with fast, secure, and reliable information to the people responsible to make decisions [26]. The combination of applications, techniques, processes, business
actions and data analysis with innovative techniques for their transformation
into information that will lead to more and quality knowledge the executives
recommend the business intelligence [27]. The business intelligence system is a
company-information system that processes data from the indoor and outdoor
environment of the company and provides the administration with data in order
to make fast the appropriate and meaningful decisions [28] [29]. A business intelligent system is a unique category of the system and its data are the people, the
processes, and the equipment, which interact and collaborate to process data and
provide the user (company) with information [30]. Every business intelligence
system is constructed with constant developing levels comprising a pyramid. At
the initial stage, the raw-historic data are located and at the final is the making of
the final decisions as shown in Figure 1. For the achievement of the final stage
take place processes as Data preparation, Data investigation, data visualization
and data mining with optimum technique the application of algorithms of machine learning.

2.2. Data Mining
The data mining focuses on the exploratory analysis of data for the discovery of
knowledge. From huge data base using algorithms of machine learning as well as
DOI: 10.4236/ojapps.2021.111A003
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Figure 1. A traditional pyramid of business intelligence data
to make better decisions.

every system that supports decisions aims at the detection analysis and classification of a huge volume of information which will be useful in order to make the
right decisions [31].
Classification-Regression
The categorization and the regression are tasks of Supervised learning aiming at
the discovery of connections, among a set of data. They are techniques of data
mining able to predict the value of a dependent variable related to other independent variables from a total of training data that a predictive model is modified and built. The type of the dependent variable defines the difference of the
two data mining techniques. For the prediction of a dependent variable that
contains distinct - nominal values categorization is used, whereas for the prediction/interpretation of continuous - numerical values the technique of regression
is applied [32] [33].

2.3. Machine Learning
The machine learning studies and constructs algorithms that can learn from the
data and the information that are provided in any case and make predictions
based on them. The problem solving using smart ways is based on the ability of
the systems to learn making use of previous knowledge and experience. The apDOI: 10.4236/ojapps.2021.111A003
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plications that are created are based on algorithms of machine learning make
predictions based on the data and make decisions that are expressed as the result
[34].
Decision Trees
The construction of decision trees, it systemizes the data, improving the ability of
management for analysis and provides the perspective of making rational decisions. The decision trees offer accessible interpretation even from non-professional
users because the presentation of the knowledge is easily read, and the output of
rules is comprehensible. Very important is the fact that the use of decision trees
requires minimal data preparation and handles nominal and numeric input
characteristics [35]. Two characteristic algorithms widely used in categorization
and regression are C4.5 and o M5 respectively.
• The Iterative Dichotomiser 3 or ID3, as well as its evolution, the C4.5 and its
commercial version C5.0 is the prevailing algorithm, which is used to make
decision trees [36]. The criterion used for the dividing of the characteristics is
called Information Gain and it expresses the decrease of entropy that will
arise, if a set of observations (S) is divided into subtotals based on the values
of trait A. The Information Gain is quantitatively measured with entropy.
The entropy in general expresses the size of the diversity in a set of data.
From the algorithm ID3 for the separation of the observations the trait with
the highest information gain is chosen [37].
• The M5 algorithm is an algorithm based on decision trees and it is used when
the classification receives continuous values and there are quality and quantity data [38]. The initial algorithm M5 was invented by R. Quinlan and Yong
Wang made some improvements. At the algorithm M5 the data connections
that are defined in their leaves, come from models of linear regression that
are trained from examples located at the corresponding intervals [39]. This
splitting criterion is defined as the standard deviation of the class values that
reach a node as a measure of the error at the node and calculates the expected
reduction in error as a result of testing each attribute at the node. Then, the
attribute that maximizes the expected error reduction is selected. The result
of the separation process stops when the values of the class on the node are
selected that maximize the expected error reduction [40].

3. Research Approach
3.1. Machine Learning and Data Mining for Maintenance
The machine learning is a method that is used for the concept of complex models and algorithms that lead to the prediction, which is in the centre of many applications that contribute to the predictive maintenance. In the machine learning, the algorithms and the prediction systems are based on the collection of data
and observations. The ability of prediction that Machine Learning offers is capable to optimize the maintenance, the improvement of the quality and the enforcement of the production [41] [42]. The data mining offers the ability of useDOI: 10.4236/ojapps.2021.111A003
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ful information to be analyzed and classified from big sets of data with the use of
machine learning algorithms. The supply of useful information, via the data
mining process, leads to making the right decisions so as to optimize the maintenance as shown in Figure 2 and the goals set case by case [43].

3.2. Machine Learning and Data Mining for Maintenance of
Rolling Stock
Machine learning includes algorithms which allow a computing system to learn
on its own based on previous knowledge and experience. The data mining consists of the application of methodologies of machine learning to large data bases.
Huge mass of data is produced in the rolling stock maintenance [44]. Using data
mining and machine learning information and results are produced that are
useful tools which will lead to the upgrading and updating of the underling procedures (as shown in Figure 3) with the creation of new innovative techniques
decreasing the time of the unavailable train sets as well as the cost of the equipment and the spare parts to be serviced [45].

3.3. Machine Learning Tool-WEKA
The WEKA is Machine Learning open source software it developed at the Waikato University of New Zeeland and it publicly available according to the license
terms GNU General Public License. The use of WEKA offers great variety of
machine learning algorithms. All the algorithms take the shape of a relatively
simple table which can be read by a file or created by a simple data base question
and constructed a decision tree. The reasonable default values ensure that the
decision making is possible with the minimum effort. WEKA allows configuration design for data processing and in combination with graphical reproduction
of algorithms can be used for predictive maintenance processes [46] [47].

3.4. Data Mining Tool-KNIME
The development of KNIME started in 2004 from a team of software engineers
at the Konstanz University of Germany and it is an open-source software to
analyze data, with the permission of GNU (General Public License). The KNIME

Figure 2. Integrated system for maintenance using machine learning and data mining.
DOI: 10.4236/ojapps.2021.111A003
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Figure 3. UML chart on new procedures maintenance rolling stock management.

is a tool of business intelligence that includes a complete environment of development and an extensible system plug-in. The open-source platform for data
processing KNIME allows to the user the easy and fast analysis of many tasks as
the processing, conversion, analysis, and the visual presentation of data. The user can manager huge amount of data, without being limited by the number of
lines of data or the processors during the analysis of data. It is compatible with
all the operative systems including Linux, Windows and Mac since its materialization has been accomplished on JAVA platform while its planning, offers to
users with no programming experience the ability to use it with ease. The way of
creation and development of the tool of business intelligence KNIME allows the
integration of various units of loading and offers complete procedures for the
appearance of the final results [48] [49].

4. Recording Problems in a Greek Company Managing
Railway Rolling Stock
The railway transport in Greece is available in four railway ranges and the services are managed by different companies and organizations. Two companies
are responsible for the maintenance of rolling stock on the Greek railway network, one for the urban rail network of Athens and one for the rest of the railway network outside the urban fabric. Every company is active in the maintenance for the smooth function of the Rail Rolling Stock with the ultimate goal the
achievement of the safe and reliable function of the railway system. The methods
of maintenance that are used from both companies are the same:
• Preventive Maintenance: Refers to the periodical inspections which take
place in specific time periods or kilometers travelled or the hours of train operation. They refer to whole vehicles and their spare parts, as well.
• Current Maintenance: It is limited in small interventions which allow the
rolling stock to circulate, smoothly until the next inspection.
• Unscheduled Repairs: They refer to large scale repairs or of particular meDOI: 10.4236/ojapps.2021.111A003
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chanisms which have suffered damage or wear because of accidents, malfunctions, or other occasional events.
The information systems that are used, manage the needs of companies of
transport project, mainly on financial and accounting level. The accounting
management includes the staff’s salaries, the benefits, and the reports of the travel expenses. The financial management focuses on the fixed costs of the company, that is to say on the purchase of rolling stock spare parts and spare parts
for the equipment of the stations (suppliers), on the payments of contractors
(security service) and crews (cleaning of stations - trains). With reference to the
spare parts repositories at every depot there is an intranet, which enables the information exchange in every plant. With the aid of the intranet takes place, the
communication of the administration services, as well. This occurs firstly because they have similar activities and secondly because there are administration
decisions which clearly mention that these services must collaborate with each
other. It is of main importance the fact that the present information systems
dispose of modular architecture in order to allow future extensions and updates.
Throughout the conduct of the research, a number of problems were confirmed
that the management of the rolling stock faces.
• Problems rolling stock management.
1) Assignment of tasks to the technical units experimentally.
2) Lack of register of trains.
3) Difficulty of the calculation and the monitoring of the cost of the tasks of
maintenance.
4) Lack of a single treatment between the depots of the coding of the maintenance and failure tasks.
5) Hand-written keeping of a huge number of records at the depots.
6) Limited ability to reliably predict the consumption of spare parts and materials.
• Wording clear aims-results:
1) Record keeping of the stock and the inflow and outflow of the spare parts
used for the repairs and the maintenance of the trains.
2) Promptly available and clear picture of the stock and information about
their use.
3) Analysis and illustration of all the movement of every repository and depot
daily and monthly.
4) Complete and detailed record of the tasks of maintenance and repair of the
trains.
5) Detailed condition of the trains, so as the responsible of the depot know
how many trains are operative in the network any given time (real time data
processing), how many trains are in the depots and for what reason (operative or
not).
6) Saving valuable time and space at the Rolling Stock Administration, as the
approval of any process (receiving and delivering material, work orders, permits
DOI: 10.4236/ojapps.2021.111A003
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etc.) will demand less time.
7) Decrease of time management of the reports at every depot and every depository by the current supervisor.
8) Decrease of the cost of maintenance of the trains saving working hours
combined with the interruption of overtime work.
9) Decrease of the stock materials remaining in the repository and being
damaged after their expiring date.
10) Decrease of cost coming from the hand-written reports on paper and ink.
11) Monitoring, documentation and comparison of the cost of operation of
the trains at every railway line in order the administration of the company make
the right decisions.
12) Automation of the processes that will lead to the elimination of the unnecessary bureaucracy.

5. Results of Business Intelligence at the Greek Railway
Rolling Stock
A new business intelligence information system that will incorporate the techniques of machine learning and the process of data mining with the tools of
open-source (WEKA - KNIME) will ensure the analysis of a huge amount of inactive data (with a low cost), that are produces through the processes of maintenance. By their interpretation, the quality information will generate for the optimum decision making by the administration every company aiming at the
transformation of the process of maintenance into a predictive maintenance as
shown in Figure 4, enabling the companies to evolve financially along with the
benefit of improved services to the citizens.

Figure 4. Flow chart diagram for predictive maintenance
with business intelligence methods.
DOI: 10.4236/ojapps.2021.111A003
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The addition of applications at the present information system that the Greek
companies manage aims at the reassurance of the reliability and the availability
of the Rolling stock, the decrease of the time of non-available trains and the increase of the life expectancy of the rolling stock. The applications can be the basic tool for the improvement of the making-decisions process from the administration of the company [50]. The applications suggested aim at the evolution of
the management process of the rolling stock.
• Goals of the innovation recommendation:
1) Right and effective management of the equipment.
2) Improved planning of maintenance tasks.
3) Systematic monitoring of the implementation of the maintenance tasks.
4) Facilitation of the identification of the main problems of the equipment
through the statistic processing of the new data.
5) Decrease of the spare parts and materials stock.
6) Improved management of the human resources.
7) Keeping detailed records of spending man-hours and spare parts per maintenance task.
8) Exportation of a single plan of maintenance tasks for the preventive and
repairing maintenance.
9) Improved allocation of maintenance tasks to all depots.
10) Keeping a complete record of maintenance for each train.
11) Implementation of a library of technical justification.
• Financial benefits:
1) Pricing of monitoring of the maintenance in general.
2) Planning and performing the maintenance based on the resources available
(living and non-living resources).
3) Decrease of the total cost of maintenance which can reach up to 40% with
the elimination of overtime and the purchase of inefficient spare parts.

6. Conclusion
With the application of business intelligence systems at the transport section and
especially at the Greek railway companies that use outdated processes, the improvement of whole process of making decisions is achieved. Business intelligent
systems with the use of machine learning techniques and tools of data mining
lead the most effective management of the Rolling Stock, making at the most use
of the abilities of the living and non-living sources of every company achieving
the goals of the company for the provision of high-quality services. Simultaneously, it reassures the desideratum of the companies for low-cost operation of
the trains, reduction of bureaucracy due to automation of processes and the minimizing of errors and overlooking, while there is better management of the
constantly increased amount of information and data. The combination of machine learning and data mining with the use of open-source programs (gratis
available) reassures the basic politics of the companies for security, protection,
DOI: 10.4236/ojapps.2021.111A003
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reliability, speed and passengers’ satisfaction, without the charge of the budget of
the company. Additionally, with the use of business intelligence, a new plan of
monitoring can be implemented for the reliability and availability of the equipment under maintenance. This could lead to an efficient control of the consumption of materials for every task for the on-time prediction for the replacement of stock. The digital transformation of companies with the use of business
intelligence provides with the appropriate information for fast, valid and right
decisions which set new rules for the maintenance of the trains aiming at the
implementation of the predictive maintenance to reassure the main target of the
railway transportations which is the safety of passengers and goods.
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